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SHOP ITEMSABBA Voyage on CD, Vinyl and Cassette
Like many modern-day music releases, 

ABBA’s new album Voyage has been released 
in a multitude of formats and packaging: on 
CD, LP (vinyl) and cassette, many with bonus 
extras like posters and art cards - a total of 
29 different versions of the album so far (who 
knows if there might be more in the future?).

Note that catalogue numbers in parentheses 
against each title in this article are listed as the 
general international Polar catalogue number 
(14-digit numerical code) / the shorter version 
used in some countries, e.g. Australia, Taiwan 
(7-digit numerical code) / the Capitol catalogue 
number used in the US and Canada (10-digit 
alpha-numeric code starting with B), except 
where catalogue numbers differ from these 
formats.

Voyage on CD
CD is the format with the most versions 

available, with 14 versions plus some with 
additional bonus items. 

The standard Voyage CD release, known 
as the sunrise cover, comes in a three-panel 
cardboard softpack, also known as mintpack 
or digisleeve (00602438614820 / 3861482 / 
B003460502). It is also available in a plastic 
jewel case (00602438885800 / B003474502) 
in some territories - primarily Germany, Austria, 
the UK, the USA and is also an option in some 
online stores.

A CD version in an alternate front 
cover showing the four ABBA avatars 
(00602438690817 / 3869081 / B003460702) is 
available in selected stores - usually big music 
chains in some countries. This is only available 
in softpack. 

00602438614820
00602438885800

00602438690817

Four separate CDs, each showing an 
individual ABBA member avatar, are also 
available online:

Agnetha (00602438690848 / 3869084 / 
B003460602).

Björn (00602438748730 / 3874873 / 
B003460902).

Benny (00602438748761 / 3874876 / 
B003460802).

Anni-Frid (00602438748716 / 3874871 / 
B003461002). 

These four are also only available in softpack, 
available from the Voyage music store in each 
country and other selected online stores.

00602438748716   

00602438690848

00602438748730                 

00602438748761
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In Japan, there are four separate packs of 
Voyage on SHM-CD in softpack covers:

The CD on its own (UICY-16026) with bonus 
Agnetha avatar art card.

CD packaged with ABBA Gold on SHM-CD 
(UICY-79761/2) with Björn avatar art card.

CD packaged with ABBA In Japan double 
DVD (UICY-79763) with Benny avatar art card.

CD packaged with The Essential Collection 
DVD (UICY-79764) with Anni-Frid avatar art 
card.

Each comes with an obi (a wrap-around 
piece of paper with album details in Japanese) 
in the colour of the respective avatars colour 
(red for the CD with the Agnetha art card, etc). 
For a limited time, some stores offer a bonus 
ABBA Voyage-branded antibacterial multicase, 
a plastic zip-lock bag intended to hold a face 
mask. Amazon Japan also offered the four 
SHM-CD packs available with bonus mega 
jacket, a 24 cm square print of the Voyage front 
cover, but it is no longer available. 

SHM-CD (Super High Material CD) is 
made with a higher-grade plastic. SHM-CD is 
compatible with regular CD players. Other CD 

variations in Japan, such as the four individual 
avatar covers, are EU-manufactured imports.

In Taiwan the standard softpack CD 
(3861482, disc and CD sleeve manufactured in 
the EU) is available with a special obi plus two 
exclusive postcards of the four ABBA avatars.

UICY-16026 UICY-79761/2

UICY-79763 UICY-79764
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Voyage is also available in a deluxe 
box set, sometimes referred to as an 
eco-box (00602438614851 / 3861485 / 
B003461102), a CD-sized box containing 
a CD in a card sleeve, lyric booklet, folded 
poster, five art cards of each individual 
ABBA avatar plus the album sleeve and 
three sticker sheets. 

00602438614851

There are two box sets exclusive to North 
America. Both come in the same style black 
box measuring 19cms x 19cms x 8cms with an 
exclusive t-shirt in each; one through the US 
and Canadian Voyage stores with the CD in 
jewel case plus a black t-shirt with ABBA logo 

(ABBABOXS) and one exclusive to US Spotify 
fans (catalogue number not specified) with CD 
jewel case and a green t-shirt with yellow ABBA 
logo (the Spotify offer is no longer available).
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All CD versions come with a booklet 
containing the song lyrics. The softpack 
versions also come with a bonus folded poster.

Some stores in the Netherlands had a special 
pack of five postcards (the four individual 
avatars plus one with the four avatars) 
available with the purchase of Voyage. 
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Voyage on cassette
Voyage comes in six different sleeve 

designs on cassette:

Standard sunrise cover 
(00602438690800 / 3869080 / 
B003462504).

Four ABBA avatars cover 
(00602438748822 / 3874882 / 
B003462904).

Anni-Frid avatar (00602438748846 / 
3874884 / B003462604).

Benny avatar (00602438748884 / 
3874888 / B003462804).

Björn avatar (00602438748877 / 
3874887 / B003462704).

Agnetha avatar (00602438748853 / 
3874885 / B003463004).

Again, for collectors in search of 
Japanese cassettes, there are none. 
Like vinyl, cassettes available in Japan 
are also EU-manufactured imports.

 00602438690800

00602438748822

00602438748853 00602438748877

00602438748884 00602438748846
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Voyage on vinyl

Voyage is available in a total of nine vinyl LP 
configurations:

Standard black vinyl (00602438614813 / 
3861481 / B003461401).

Green vinyl (00602438690695 / 
3869069 / B003462101) and white vinyl 
(00602438690701 / 3869070 / B003461901) 
available from the Voyage music store in each 
country and selected other online stores. 

Yellow vinyl (00602438690640), with 
alternate front cover showing the four ABBA 
avatars, available in selected stores - usually 
big music chains in some countries (usually 
the same stores selling the alternate cover CD 
above).

Blue vinyl (0060238690671 / B003461801), 
an indies store exclusive, only available at 
independent music stores or some chain 
stores in some countries. 

Orange vinyl (00602438690657), available 
exclusively from Amazon (though it is available 
from a couple of other stores too). 

Green and gold splatter vinyl 
(00602445110285), available exclusively from 
the Australian Voyage online store for a limited 
time. Orders have already closed for delivery 
from 30 June 2022. 

All vinyl albums come in a gatefold sleeve, 
with the album in an inner sleeve showing the 
lyrics, plus a bonus folded poster and postcard 
showing ABBA in the recording studio in 2017 
(this photograph is in the CD booklet). 

00602438614813

00602438690695

00602438690701

0060238690671

00602438690657

00602438690640

00602445110285
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Two picture discs; picture disc #1 showing 
the four avatars (00602438690770 / 3869077 
/ ABBAPIC1), picture disc #2 showing the 
sunrise album cover (00602438690725 / 
3869072 / ABBAPIC2). The picture discs come 
in a single black sleeve, die-cut with a hole in 
front to display the disc, but no lyrics, poster 
or postcard. 

For collectors in search of any superior 
Japanese vinyl pressings, there are none. 
All vinyl versions available in Japan are EU-
manufactured imports.

00602438690770 00602438690725

7” vinyl single  
I Still Have Faith In You (00602567807513 / 5678075 / B003462421). The 

single has no B-side track, with the lyrics engraved onto the reverse side. 

00602567807513
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CD Singles
Four singles have been released from 

Voyage:
I Still Have Faith In You (00602567899440 / 

6789944 / B003461232)
Don’t Shut Me Down (00602438745692 / 

3874569 / B003461332).
Just A Notion (00602438921317 / 3892131 

/ B003479432).
Little Things (00602438971268 / 3897126).

All CD singles are 1-track discs only.

Voyage releases in most countries are on 
the Polar label, except in North America where 
they are on Capitol (formerly EMI’s primary 
American label, now part of Universal Music 
Group).

Most items are available from the ABBA 
Voyage online store which leads you to the 
Universal Music store in each country; also 
from the ABBA Fan Club Shop and ABBA The 
Museum. 

Some music items are available from the 
Voyage Official Merch Store along with a 
range of ABBA Voyage-branded clothing and 
accessories. Selected items are only available 
from limited specialist locations. 

Check the List of Voyage releases at ABBA 
Omnibus for availability of all items (note: 
some limited-edition items or extras may no 
longer be available to purchase).

TEXT: IAN COLE

00602438745692

00602567899440

00602438921317

00602438971268
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http://www.abbavoyage.com
http://www.abbavoyage.com
http://www.abbafanclubshop.com/voyage
https://shop.abbathemuseum.com/en/product-category/collections/abba-voyage/
https://shop.abbathemuseum.com/en/product-category/collections/abba-voyage/
https://shopmerch.abbavoyage.com/
http://www.abbaomnibus.net/news/abbavoyagelist.htm
http://www.abbaomnibus.net/news/abbavoyagelist.htm

